
 

 

 

NEUTRALISATION OF OUR UNITED NATIONS 

NEUTRALISATION DECLARATION 

23rd September 2008 

 

John F. Kennedy declared, during his Inaugural Address, on the 20th January 1961: “Ask not what your 

country can do for you, ask what you can do for your country!”  Martin Luther King Jr. declared, during 

the March on Washington, on the 28th August 1963: “I have a dream!” for the freedom of his people!  

Forty-five (45) years later, we all urgently declare as one: We share one dream!  Ask not what our 

world can do for us, ask what we can do for our world! 

 

To do what we declare, we all must act as one!  Our planet is too small to have too many voices 

disagreeing with each other, too many people fighting with each other for money, and too many sinners 

killing each other for vengeance!  Whenever we are hurt by others, we all first jump for revenge without 

focusing on whether we hurt them first!  One side’s devil is always the other side’s angel!        

How long are we going to let this tragedy continue? … …  

 

We all are eager in finding a feasible single solution, to the neutralisation of our United Nations!      

We all will rationally analyse what has gone wrong!  We all will objectively discuss to where we all 

should leap ahead!  Our world is at its most critical moment in our human history, and therefore we all 

must immediately resolve all our existing disagreements! 

 

Any kind of vengeance will brutally damage all of us until the last moment of our existence! … … 

 

We all know that we have been fighting amongst ourselves, since we first had a recorded history!   

However, today, we all still totally ignore our own life costs while killing others!  The reason why we 

all still do not admit to, the ineffectiveness of killing, is because killing seems to be an easy solution!   

We all are scared about the negotiation, as it seems to be the hardest thing on Earth! 

  

Now!  Let our United Nations negotiate for us!  Let our United Nations negotiate between us!  

Let our United Nations negotiate amongst us! 

 

Only the detailed analysis from both sides of an event could conclude, that we were both right and both 

wrong!  No one can be regarded as absolutely correct, and the same applies to all our nations in our 

world! 

 

We all said: “One World - One Dream!” during the 2008 Olympics in Beijing - China!  We all now say 

from this moment onwards: One World - One Dream - One Voice! 

 

OUR VOICE IS OUR UNITED NATIONS 

 

SOLVING THE WORLD CRISIS 

1945 

NEW YORK 

POST 

WWII 
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1 HISTORY OF OUR UNITED NATIONS 

 

Our world is at its most critical moment in our human history! 

 

Our United Nations was validly formed, on the 24th October 1945, to resolve our post World War II crisis!  

She locates her headquarters in New York - America!  She opens her offices whenever and/or wherever 

required in our world! 

 

Our United Nations is the only authentic authority for all our countries in our world!  She endeavours 

the most to ease the pain to our world!  She works the hardest around the clock and around the globe!       

She is proudly supported by most of our countries and individuals in our world! 

 

Our United Nations is very fruitful today!  She has minimised the impact of our countless international 

and civil wars!  She has raised the awareness of our human and civil rights issues!  She has lifted the 

education level of our African countries!  She has monitored our major environmental projects and 

plenty more! … … 

 

After World War II, our world went deadly silent! … … 

 

We all were deeply hurt by the two largest world wars ever recorded in our human history!  We all 

together formed our United Nations as our world authority!  We all started analysing what had gone 

wrong!  We all discussed to where we desired to leap ahead! … … 

 

We are now dancing on the Moon!  We are now travelling to Mars!  We are now higher and higher 

reaching beyond and conquering, any kind of possible Aeronautical and Astronautical space out there!      

We are now deeper and deeper searching each other by navigating the Internet! … … 

 

We are now reducing any type of physical distance!  We are now increasing any form of existing speed!  

We are now expediting any stage of work-in-progress!  We are now optimising any strand of team 

spirit! … … 

 

As a modern world, we all have achieved more goals than any one thousand years, or any one hundred 

years, or any decade, or any year, or any month, or last week! … …  We all now should slow down and 

look at whether our direction is wrong!  Wealth is no longer our problem, as we all are so fast, so that 

we all have made enough to go around! … … 

 

We all should never compare our crisis today, to the total impact of World War I and World War II!     

We all have nuclear weapons, and therefore we all can leave within less than a second! … … 

 

After our deadly silence, when and/or where did we all start again? … … 
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After the extinguishment of World War II, we all started to re-build our countries!  We all decided:    

It was time to develop the economy!  It was time to promote international trade!  It was time to visit 

each other with “No-Visa” required!  Then, what on Earth happened? … … 

 

WE ALL BECAME GREEDY DURING THE RACE FOR POWER AND MONEY 

 

During the race, we all lifted our performance standard!  During the race, we all increased our 

production speed!  During the race, we all invented more and more advanced technology!  During the 

same race, we all inadvertently started developing the most hated killing machines - weapons! 

 

We all claimed that weapon development was for the purpose of self-protection!  We all, nevertheless, 

inevitably headed towards the opposite direction - killing each other!  The faster we all develop 

weapons, the crueller and quicker we all will be killed! … … 

 

Weapons initiated our crisis!  Weapons made killing an easy solution!  Weapons enabled non-stop 

vengeance!  Right now!  Weapons are still on our top-wanted list!  Right now!  Weapons are still 

busy digging our graves!  Right now!  Weapons are still busy burying our Earth! 

 

We all witnessed the impact of Atomic Bombs, dropped by America on Japan, at the end of World War II!  

We all, therefore, must clearly know, as to how critical it is, to immediately reduce, the number of our 

existing militarily related, nuclear weapons and facilities!  Today, we all have enough such evil power, 

to make our Earth suddenly disappear while the Sun is hopelessly watching! … … 

 

While our developed countries spend big on weapon development and wars, our undeveloped and our 

developing countries rarely have any food to eat, rarely have any accommodation, rarely have any 

education, rarely have any employment, and rarely have any chance to travel overseas! … …  Our world, 

therefore, has miserably become more and more unequal, more and more unfair, and more and more 

unjust! 

 

WE ALL MUST CALL AN IMMEDIATE CEASEFIRE 

 

We all must immediately drop our guns!  We all must immediately cease our fire!  We all must 

immediately hand over all our existing conflicts to our United Nations! 

 

We all tried to resolve the problems between ourselves and amongst ourselves, with the deepest regret 

and sorrow, we all have never come to any “CONCLUSION”!  We all are still busy counting the 

number of dead bodies!  We all are still busy counting the number of broken hearts!  We all must 

immediately stop counting all our losses, by standing behind the one and the only authority - our United 

Nations!  We Are All Tired! … … 
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2 PROPOSED ROLE AND RESPONSIBILITY 

 

Our United Nations was formed to achieve one simple goal: Human Solidarity!  We could one day all 

be free, one day all share, one day all can do what we want to do, and one day all can say what we want 

to say!  Upon our arrival, we all would understand each other so well, so that our communication could 

be extended beyond language! 

 

This understanding so far has never been achieved, as we all had been busy achieving our financial goals!  

While we all were busy achieving our financial goals, set after World War II, and rapidly reducing our 

physical distance, we all ignored the most obvious, that it was more crucial, to reduce the distance 

amongst our own hearts! 

 

We all failed to notice the most apparent, that our world had become smaller and smaller!  We all 

overlooked that we had a world authority!  We all disregarded our duty and responsibility as world 

citizens!  Many of us communicated with our United Nations but did not inform other people about her 

existence! 

 

Before we all can totally neutralise our United Nations, we all must inform everyone of her existence!  

We all must clearly know as to how she functions, and how we can communicate with her! 

 

Nothing is complicated!  Our United Nations is just like our own country’s government, except that 

our own country’s government governs our own country’s affairs, and our United Nations governs our 

world affairs!  Currently, we all are not following this rule!  The chaos, crisis, and failure which we all 

are facing today, are undeniably caused, by the ignorance of the authority of our United Nations, and the 

betrayal to the rules of our International Law! 

 

Our United Nations has been despairingly screaming for help amongst our different voices!  We all are 

still tolerating countries forcing entry into another country!  We all are still tolerating people selling 

other people between countries and amongst countries!  We all are still tolerating people selling drugs, 

people, and weapons as a bundled bonus deal!  We all are still tolerating people doing killing as their 

preferred business! … … 

 

We all failed to ask ourselves:  Do the rules of our International Law allow that?  Should we all 

first discuss our issues with our United Nations?  Should we all give our United Nations a stronger 

support? … … 

 

Our United Nations was validly formed, on the 24th October 1945, to resolve our post World War II crisis!      

She is the only authentic authority for all our countries in our world!  The function of our United Nations 

is not operating properly, as she has only been performing ancillary tasks! … … 
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3 CONTRIBUTIONS OF OUR UNITED NATIONS 

 

IN AFRICA 

FINDING THE LOST CONTINENT 

 

Our African people have been suffering the most in our human history!  They were first being 

discovered, and then being treated as slaves, and now being discriminated against!  Our United Nations 

has tried her hardest to relieve the heavy burden of our Africa!  Our United Nations has been most 

frustrated with our Africa! 

 

We all must urgently resolve the crisis relating to wars, slavery, poverty, and trade barriers in our Africa!  

Our African people of course have been suffering much more! … …  Our African people, after all their 

sufferings, are still the happiest people, the kindest people, and people who most look forward to our 

changes!  They are always friendly!  They are always open!  They are always optimistic! 

 

In Africa, our own children have never seen their mothers, because other people had killed them!       

In Africa, our own children are still hired as the child labour, due to the severe and unbearable degree of 

poverty!  In Africa, our own children are still recruited as the military force, as their lives are regarded 

as zero cost! 

 

In Africa, our own people are still unequally, unevenly, and unfairly exchanging and trading, as there are 

too many “related” third parties!  In Africa, our own people are still dying from starvation, because 

other people are taking what should be theirs away!  In Africa, our own people are still slaves, as their 

own rights are still decided by others! … … 

 

The slavery, poverty, and trade barriers in Africa are directly caused by the wars in Africa!  The military 

power controlled by our United Nations is limited, and therefore she is forced to negotiate amongst our 

African countries which are fighting in wars! 

 

Under most situations, we all cannot negotiate while the brutal killing is happening!  We all would 

require the immediate occupation of our World Army, validly authorised by our United Nations, in the 

war areas, so that we all could effectively stop war, so that everyone could sit down, so that we all could 

conduct a fair negotiation facilitated by our United Nations! 

 

WE ALL MUST IMMEDIATELY FORM OUR WORLD ARMY 

THE AUTOMATIC WORLD ARMY SYSTEM 

 

We all must immediately form our World Army!  We all never want to hear these again: “One soldier 

was killed by another soldier!  One group of soldiers were killed by another group of soldiers!  One 

troop of soldiers were killed by another troop of soldiers!” … …   
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We all have been hungry for too long!  We all have been cold for too long!  We all have been lonely 

for too long!  We all have been fighting with each other for too long!  We all have been killing each 

other for too long!  We all have lost enough lives!  We all have lost enough families!  We all have 

lost enough friends!  We Are All Tired! … … 

 

Currently, whenever and/or wherever a war starts, with the limited military power that our United Nations 

controls, we all take longer to finish a war, or we all never finish one!  The longer the wars last, 

unavoidably the more people will be killed!  Our World Army controlled by our United Nations, would 

be a Neutral Army, and therefore whenever and/or wherever a country, or a race, or a religion which 

conflicts with our World Army, they would be seriously regarded as conflicting with our world! 

 

We all must provide our United Nations, with unconditional military force in our world, by recognising 

and validating the Automatic World Army System (the Dual-Army System)!  Any home country’s army 

has dual tasks!  Home Army is World Army!  Soldiers perform the same duties until they are called 

upon by our United Nations!  Our next threat hopefully comes from another planet! … … 

 

IN THE MIDDLE EAST 

UNDO BIAS 

 

While our African people suffer from their own crisis, our people in our Middle East region have been 

fighting for their oil, races, and religions!  We all were terribly frightened by the racial cleansing of our 

Jewish people during World War II!  Today, with the deepest sadness, we all have never ended the 

cleansing of our races and our religions effectively and entirely! 

 

We all are still arguing about whether our own race is more unique!  We all are still arguing about 

whether our own belief is more authentic! 

 

Our United Nations can only soften our racial and religious conflicts from the surface!  It is up to all of 

us to recognise the differences and diversity between ourselves and amongst ourselves! 

 

Because of our differences, we all used to love each other!  Because of our differences, we all are 

interested in each other!  Because of our differences, we all want to find out more about each other!   

Because of our differences, we all wish to forever love and marry each other! 

 

WE ALL MUST PROMOTE OUR DIFFERENCES 

AMONGST 

OUR RACES AND OUR RELIGIONS 

 

We all must love our differences!  We all must respect our differences!  We all must utilise our 

differences in our leaping ahead!  Any kind of discrimination and injuriousness amongst ourselves 

should be seriously regarded as an obstacle to our Human Movement! 
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It is time to accept that we all love, and we all believe in one same “God” - Ourselves!  We all develop 

so fast because we all have a deep belief in ourselves!  We all improve so fast because we all have a 

deep belief in ourselves!  We all leap ahead in giant steps because we all have a deep belief in ourselves!            

We all love ourselves!  We all believe in ourselves! … … 

 

God is an ethical and moral Mirror!  When we are standing in front of God and observing ourselves 

through God, we all understand ourselves better!  When we are standing in front of God and 

observing ourselves through God, we all understand each other better! 

 

Briefly On Oil … … 

 

Our oil related wars in our Middle East region have been driven by the first production of motor vehicles, 

and the super-fast follow-up of international construction, development, and trade!  The resources our 

planet can provide are limited, and therefore they will eventually run out! 

 

America, as the world leader in developing the economy, its demand towards oil has been the world’s No.1!  

America knew that its domestic supply of oil was not sufficient for its demand!  When America turned 

its eyes to our Middle East region, we all did not know that wars were coming! … … 

 

We all will analyse our oil related wars while analysing America!  The reason why America failed today, 

is because America had performed, too many duties which were supposed to be performed, by our United 

Nations!  America, as a smart business country, over-spent on acquiring our world resources, and failed 

to maintain its own domestic bookkeeping!  America’s costs on wars equal America’s costs on acquiring 

our world resources! 

 

OSAMA VS. AMERICA 

OUR FEELINGS ARE HURT 

 

America, as a country, is just like a human being!  Its decisions are made by human beings, and its 

people are human beings!  Greed and selfishness should never only be regarded as bad things!  

Without these two, we all would never advance!  Without these two, we all would never compete!  

Without these two, we all would never have invented anything! … … 

 

We, however, while using these two as our effective motivation, take things which do not belong to us, 

and then hurt feelings of each other, and then damage lands and personal effects of each other, and 

eventually target lives of each other! 

 

America is a country and much stronger!  Osama could not publicly fight with America by initiating a 

war!  Osama then started targeting people and properties of America!  We now call these actions 

Terrorism!  Osama is regarded as cruel!  There are two sides to one vengeance: only both sides being 

cruel to each other for the cruelty to escalate! … … 
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Osama, as an individual person, with the support from his people, has been seeking revenge, against the 

world’s strongest country in power!  After the World Trade Centre collapsed, we all directed our blame 

at Osama!  We all failed to focus on whether America did damage to Osama first! 

 

The immediate announcement America made to the world: “We want Osama regardless of whether he is 

dead or alive!”  This is revenge at its worst degree!  Osama is not challenging America for America’s 

money!  Osama is challenging America, for its inappropriateness and unfairness, in dealing with our 

world affairs! 

 

We all must, as a united group, immediately urge ourselves, to participate in the reconciliation of the 

above vengeance!  We all live, and we all travel!  We all do not want to be the next burning brick in 

the revengeful ruin! 

 

Our United Nations does not have a voice between Osama and America, as they are both too blind to 

watch out for their own graves!  If we all cannot urgently settle this vengeance, we all will continue to 

lose our innocent people on a very large scale! … … 

 

WE ALL MUST SEND A WARM INVITATION TO OSAMA 

 

We all must be prepared to forget what happened!  We all must admit that we are both wrong!  

Nobody wants to know who started it first!  Nobody could ever find out!  We Are All Tired! … … 

 

We all know that Osama is not just against America!  We all know that he is against the entire western world!  

We all also know that Osama is not the only terrorist leader, there are other terrorist leaders and 

organisations which are also targeting the western world! 

 

We all no longer can tolerate another Twin-Tower coming down in burning hate!  We all no longer can 

tolerate another person killed for doing nothing wrong! 

 

We all must first try to understand and forgive Osama and the individuals we define as terrorists before 

they all could make the same effort to understand and forgive all of us!  We all are ready to listen from 

both sides!  We all are ready to settle this vengeance!  We Are Now All Ready To Move On! … … 
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4 INFLUENCES FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

 

America has the strongest voice amongst our United Nations, as it is the strongest country in our world 

economy!  Since our formation, America has been constantly manipulating our United Nations, on our 

major military decisions, and frequently jumping for the governing tasks to which they are never given, 

to obtain a huge and unfair share of our world resources!  Let us all look back and analyse why America 

failed, as a mirror for China and India! 

 

After World War II, on the 4th April 1949, America, as a founding father, together with Canada and many 

European countries, formed a military alliance - North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO)!  The 

purpose of formation was for all the allied countries, to protect each other against the possible military 

threat, and to achieve the selfish solidarity of their own! 

 

Since their formation, nobody can recall, that any of the allied countries has been threatened, at a 

territorial level!  NATO has also been most influenced by America, for America’s benefit!  Whenever 

and/or wherever America directs, NATO goes!  They yet tell our world it is a “group decision”! 

 

NATO has modern combat soldiers!  NATO has modern combat weapons!  NATO has modern combat 

aircrafts, ships, and aircraft carriers!  NATO simply could peace-keep more than one Africa, or more 

than one Middle East region, or more than one Asia, or more than one South America!  NATO, however, 

chooses not to, as there is no benefit for them to do so! 

 

NATO currently has twenty-six (26) allied countries!  These countries are the most developed and 

privileged countries in our world!  Why do we have a NATO?  Our World Army should immediately 

replace NATO!  As a united group, we all no longer welcome the existence of NATO! 

 

We all cannot emphasise enough, that it is not America’s and/or NATO’s fault alone for our chaos, crisis, 

and failure!  Any country would have done the same in their position!  We all should admit that some 

countries and individuals, have been behaving in very hostile manner, during their retaliation! 

  

We all should look at the issues below with relativity and relevance, otherwise, our analysis would be in 

isolation, and therefore invalid!  Our analysis is not directed at finding America’s and/or NATO’s fault, 

nonetheless, the best learning tool is to learn from our own mistakes! 

 

Oil War Arrived … … 

 

As the economy of America grew faster and stronger, its demand towards resources, especially oil, grew 

larger and greater!  To relieve such demand, America turned to our Middle East region and some of our 

African countries for help!   
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Saddam, as the cruel dictator of Iraq, clearly knew with the lonely hate, that selling oil - “Black Gold” 

was one of the most lucrative businesses on Earth!  He was always excessively jealous, that Kuwait was 

making a huge amount of money through selling its oil!  He also gradually became extremely mad, in 

relation to all the economic sanctions given!  He finally and unsurprisingly invaded Kuwait, as his 

desperate retaliation! … …  

 

America, therefore, used the strategy it always used: “We are helping!” … …   America, together with 

its western allies, sent their military force to Iraq and Kuwait around 1991, to “help and protect” Kuwait 

for Kuwait’s oil!  Since America’s first involvement in our Middle East region, it has often interfered 

in the affairs of the region, and therefore disturbed the peace in the region! 

 

Any affairs, between or amongst, two or more countries, are not a third-party country’s business!       

America broke the rules by manipulating our United Nations!  The headquarters of our United Nations 

is righteously erected in New York - America!  America should have known the best, as to what our 

United Nations was built straight and tall for: resolving issues between countries and amongst countries! 

 

Our United Nations was not given a real chance to negotiate between Iraq and Kuwait!  Our United 

Nations performed ancillary tasks, to reduce the impact of America occupying Iraq!  It always seems to 

be the case, that our United Nations is forced to perform ancillary tasks for America! … … 

 

Oil War Enlarged … … 

 

After America settled the 1991 Gulf War, it did not stop bothering Iraq!  America first constantly blamed 

Saddam, and then accused Iraq of the possession of weapons of mass destruction, and now fighting on 

Iraq’s land because of “NO EVIDENCE” found! … … 

 

Whether Saddam was indeed a cruel dictator, or whether Iraq had the weapons of mass destruction, it 

was not America’s business to send its military force to Iraq, and it was not America’s business to call 

upon its western allies for jointly occupying Iraq! 

 

It should be the duty of our United Nations!  The military power of any country, forcing entry across 

the border of another country, whether by land and/or by sea and/or by air, without the valid authorisation 

by our United Nations, should be seriously regarded as an invasion, regardless of whether the intention 

of the invader is good or bad! 

 

America’s action of sending its troops to Iraq, therefore, should be seriously regarded, from the beginning 

to the end, as an invasion to Iraq!  Any kind of invasion brutally breaks the rules of our current 

International Law! 
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Due to the betrayal to the rules set in our International Law, America has been causing the loss of lives 

of our Iraqi soldiers and our Iraqi people!  Due to the betrayal to the rules set in our International Law, 

America has been causing the loss of lives of its own soldiers!  Due to the betrayal to the rules set in 

our International Law, America has been causing the loss of lives of other countries’ soldiers!    

Because when America calls upon an ally, that ally is not able to say “No”! 

 

America, since World War II, has been involved in almost every major world military conflict!   

America supported the South to fight the North in Korea!  America supported the South to fight the 

North in Vietnam!  America invaded Panama! … … 

 

America has been supporting Taiwan to divorce China, because of an overdue promise, made to the 

National Party, at the defeat in 1949!  America has its greasy hands in Africa!  People ask what else 

America has not been involved in? … … 

 

While fighting all the physical wars, America was also heavily involved in the Cold War, with the 

opposite side led by the former Soviet Union which represented the Communist world!  During that 

time, the famous CIA (America) and KGB (former Soviet Union), started serious investigation of each 

other!  America and the former Soviet Union both spent lots of money on intelligence gathering, and 

both were preparing for a real fight! … … 

 

The real fight never happened during this lengthy period!  They both, after massive exhaustion and 

frustration, never found any cause threatening enough to initiate a real fight first!  How money and time 

consuming! 

 

China had its door closed because of America, as America froze trade with all the former Communist 

countries in our world!  Today, America still does not want to do business with Cuba! … … 

 

WE ALL MUST DEMAND THE IMMEDIATE WITHDRAWAL 

OF 

THE US ARMY IN ALL CONFLICT ZONES 

 

We all no longer want to be just another decimal point of the petrol price!  We all no longer want to 

be just another signature on a dirty bank cheque!  We all no longer want to use our own lives to draft 

another ugly oil contract! 

 

We all have taken enough blame because of America!  We all have been fighting forever because of 

America!  We all no longer want to follow America!  We all no longer want to be killed unwillingly 

because of America!  We Are All Tired! … … 
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5 APPROACHES OF THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

 

China, after World War II, did not stop fighting!  The Chinese people were still suffering!  China 

continued its civil war for another three (3) years!  The Communist Party won the civil war, and 

established its government on the 1st October 1949! 

 

In 1978, twenty-nine (29) years after the establishment, China opened its door, after the first ever visit 

from the president of the United States of America in 1972!  China is a country which has benefited the 

most from the support provided by America!  America has endeavoured the most to develop trade with 

China!  The two countries are similar in their size of territories! 

 

America has been setting up its factories in China!  America has been buying the products Made in 

China!  America has been sending its specialists in all fields to improve China! 

 

China says thank-you to America! … .… 

 

Our United Nations has been, after the open-door, very actively involved in China!  Our United Nations 

has been providing China with urgently needed help, whenever China calls upon her!  Our United 

Nations has been sending her world staff to live and work in China!  Because then, China was poorer! 

 

Our United Nations has been perseveringly, providing her assistance and support, to everyone and every 

country!  When we all call upon her, she comes to us!  When she calls upon us, we all must COMPLY! 

 

China, since its open-door in 1978, within a short three (3) decade time frame, has almost become the 

strongest economy in our world!  Why?  During the past three (3) decades, while busy organising its 

world’s largest population: China worked the hardest!  China made an enormous amount of money!  

China was regarded as one of the best business partners in our world!  China benefited the most from 

our world!  China contributed the most to our world! 

 

China says thank-you to our world! … … 

 

China has been observing and learning from the rest of our world!  China’s policy is not to get involved 

in any kind of our world military conflict!  While America spends big on wars, China has been spending 

big, on the construction of its country and the economy! 

 

American people have been visiting China on a very regular basis!  China likes all the Americans!       

The Chinese government, especially the Chinese people, started to adopt everything in the American 

style (Capitalist style)!  It is a reality, that Capitalism has been deeply blended into Socialism in China, 

and nobody can ever deny it!  The two countries got married financially and have been developing their 

economies in very similar styles!  Is not that what a human marriage is for: Financial Alliance! … …   
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Today, China won by avoiding wars!  Today, America failed due to spending on wars! 

 

Currently, in America, supply exceeds demand!  The American people cannot afford as much as before!  

The nervous stock exchange reflects the nervous feelings of the American people, and the depressive 

economy of America as a country! 

 

America has spent a huge amount of money on wars which should have been avoided in the first instance!  

America has built its country and the economy based on the supply of our world resources!  What drove 

it up is also what drove it down! … … 

 

As husband and wife, China should know that it is time to go there and give America a real hand!       

China should immediately reduce the amount of debt provided to America!  China of course knows that 

the debt has been used to extend the wars! 

 

In the event of America’s bankruptcy, China would gain the financial title to America’s land!  If the 

bankruptcy was not handled smoothly, we all would be waiting for the biggest war ever!  Money could 

only resolve an issue temporarily!  Friendship and real help would improve an issue permanently! 

 

China has been brought up by America!  Either relation, China should do what America did when it was 

poorer!  Re-direct the investment, trade, and tourists towards America!  Re-negotiate the migration 

requirements, so that the Chinese people can go to America with “No-Visa” required!  Consumption 

and population are the two key factors, in stimulating and driving up the economy!  Why has not 

America requested that? … … 

 

Chinese people have been visiting more and more countries in our world!  Many countries already let 

the Chinese people travel to their lands, with a Chinese passport only!  China right now is better 

equipped with a well-educated workforce!  This workforce should be shared and utilised in our leaping 

ahead! 

 

WE ALL MUST EQUALLY PROMOTE 

CAPITALISM AND SOCIALISM 

 

We all must equally promote Capitalism and Socialism!  We all came from the primitive world!    

We all were slaves!  We all had Kings and Queens!  Money only became over-popular in our 20th 

century!  Our disadvantaged people only started to receive, more and more social support and welfare, 

in our 20th century! 

 

The Socialist system in China has been strongly supported by its fast Capitalist style economic 

development!  Our richest countries, on the other hand, have already been running a Capitalist system 

supplemented by their Socialist style welfare!  Communism is another Mirror for our future direction, 

as it is not achievable by human beings! 
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China and America have been operating under two different systems, and at two different times, arrived 

at very similar results!  Both countries became rich and wealthy!  Both countries went into space!        

Both countries’ university graduates surprisingly all speak English with an American Accent! 

 

Currently, our world is suffering from the 2008 financial crisis!  We all wish that China could lead our 

world to challenge this crisis!  China’s effort in the recovery of our world economy, would be regarded 

as a crucial part of China’s contribution to our world! 

 

Let China volunteer its people to our United Nations, for the development of infrastructure in our Africa!  

China benefited the most from our world in the past three (3) decades, and China has the population 

capacity! 

 

Let China support our United Nations, in sending a warm invitation to Osama, on behalf of our world!  

China did not hurt Osama! 

 

Let China be the first to supply its soldiers to our United Nations, for the replacement of struggling 

western allies, upon our Neutralisation Declaration Day!  China has the largest military force in our 

world, and China does not militarily conflict with any country! 

 

 

6 FOR OUR PEOPLE WHO LOVE LISTENING … … 

 

We all are aware that people in other areas and other countries are also hungry, also cold, and lonely!  

They have also been fighting!  They have also been losing lives!  We all are aware of the war between 

Georgia and Russia!  We all are aware of the drug related issues in Afghanistan, the Golden Triangle, 

and South America!  We all are aware of the human rights issues in China!  We all are aware that the 

current Dalai Lama resides in India!  We Are All Aware! … … 

 

Georgia vs. Russia 

 

Sometimes, our history has its cruel repeat!  What is happening between these two countries, is very 

similar to, what happened between Afghanistan and the former Soviet Union!  A handkerchief-size 

country is being bullied by the big next-door neighbour!  This fight is not much of a real fight!   

Georgia is a tiny country shaking on the edge of Russia! 

 

In wars, except for the above war, the country which starts the war, is most likely, fighting on the 

opponent’s land!  Russia is currently striking back on Georgia’s land!  America and NATO are 

currently fighting on Iraq’s land!  China is currently occupying Tibet’s land!   
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 Drug Trade  

 

We all have made enough money trading drugs!  We all have used human life as a key to the erosive 

deposit inside!  We all have been killed for the unrealised drug deals!  We all must stop trading drugs, 

as drugs are the only real evil in our world! 

 

Drugs are indeed evil!  We all regard drugs as the quickest way to Heaven!  We all regard drugs as 

the even quicker way to Hell! 

 

We all have lost too many lives to drugs!  We all must crush the drug trade from the sources where the 

plantation is growing!  The corruption between countries and amongst countries is what the drug trade 

survives on!  To say “No” to the drug trade, we all must first say “No” to corruption, especially to those 

corrupted who are holding very high and strong authority! 

 

These corrupted individuals and authorities are the evilest backbones of the largest and the most lucrative 

drug trade!  They are the real dealers to which we all should bring our solid and unbreakable justice! 

 

The drug wars are the most difficult to fight!  The drug wars take longer to fight!  Our enemies are in 

the dark, and their drug trade is under-the-table!  The ugly drug trade not only erodes each of our lives, 

but also erodes each of our souls! 

 

The drug trade gives us all money fast!  The drug trade yet kills us all even faster!  Our own life costs 

can never be recovered by our dirty and corrupted gains!   

 

We all should immediately toughen our law!  We all should immediately encourage the voluntary 

surrender! 

 

More on China 

 

We all are utilising different methods in managing and running our own countries!  China, with its 

world’s largest population, has been regarded as having human rights issues!  People from other 

countries, especially people from America and the western countries, started to criticise China on these 

issues! 

 

China is amongst our countries which have the longest human history!  The Chinese people have a very 

strong and unique philosophy on how to run their families!  China and the Chinese people traditionally 

utilised, the single male power, to manage their families, and to decide on their internal affairs! 

 

Young Chinese born after the establishment in 1949, especially young Chinese born after the 

commencement of the famous Cultural Revolution in 1966, view their country’s philosophy differently 

from their country’s more mature generations! 
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Young Chinese love democracy, as they are most exposed to democracy!  Young Chinese love 

democracy, as they are eager to contribute to and manage China’s affairs!  Young Chinese love 

democracy so much, so that they give up their own lives for the freedom of speech! 

 

During the demonstration for anti-corruption and democracy in 1989, many people travelled to Beijing 

to give their strong support!  Some people, however, with bad intent, entered the camps of innocent 

students!  Gradually, people in the major cities of China, stopped what they were doing, and started to 

watch for fun, or worse, started to destroy state-owned properties! 

 

China suddenly stopped!  This demonstration was not properly and sufficiently organised!  Some 

leaders ate food while the innocent students were suffering from the hunger strike, as their brave initiative! 

 

China was too big to let a huge chaos happen!  China was still busy developing its economy!  On the 

4th June 1989, in its Central Square: China stopped the demonstration!  China sealed everybody’s mouth!  

China killed its own people who were on the opposite side! 

 

We all have attempted to stop other people from debating against ourselves!  China, during the entire 

event, did not do anything different!  However, the tragic and further, the most frightening point which 

we all should note is, that the innocent students and supporters, were killed in their country’s most 

righteous square, for promoting righteousness, and for demanding a stronger voice!  Our hearts were 

all broken! … … 

 

This demonstration is a typical illustration of how beautiful wishes could quickly turn into a big disaster! 

 

We all can never say that China was right!  We all can never say that the Chinese government was not 

cruel!  We all should, nevertheless, allow China some more time!  We all should, in the meantime, 

educate China and the rest of our countries: Let our people live more and more freely!  Encourage our 

people to criticise our governments more and more openly!  We All Love Democracy! … … 

 

China knows very well that all the Chinese people are travelling outside China, and all the other countries’ 

people are travelling inside China!  China knows even better that it might be the time to let everybody 

speak out! 

 

Let us all urge China to invite its students back for an equal conversation!  China knows that the students 

still deeply love China, and the students have been eagerly waiting to return home! … … 
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Potala Palace 

 

The beautiful Potala Palace!  The beautiful Tibet! 

 

There is a palace which means there used to be a kingdom!  When China had emperors, China also had 

surrounding subordinate kingdoms!  Tibet was one!  Tibet was an independent kingdom, the then 

Dalai Lamas looked up to the then Chinese emperors! 

 

China, after its establishment in 1949, sent its Liberation Army to Tibet!  China’s plan was to occupy 

Tibet!  China’s purpose was to make Tibet an integral part of its territory! 

 

The current Dalai Lama, as the spiritual and political leader of Tibet, grew into an adult during that time!  

On the 17th March 1959: He left Tibet!  He was forced into exile!  He no longer anticipated a peaceful 

transformation of Tibet!  He no longer obeyed the rules decided by China!  His departure from Tibet 

undesirably deepened, the misunderstanding between the western world and the Communist world! … … 

 

Tibetan people have been closely watched by China!  Tibetan people have not been able to speak up 

about their own views!  Tibetan people do not know much about the outside world!  Tibetan people 

have so far been ruled under martial law instead of statutory law! 

 

Tibetan people have been eagerly waiting for the current Dalai Lama to return! … … 

 

Let us all urge China to invite the current Dalai Lama back for a neighbourly conversation!  China knows 

what we all know: Tibet was an independent kingdom! 
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FINALLY 

 

We all should look after people who are disadvantaged!  We all should promote people who contribute 

to charity!  We all should motivate people who pursue financial goals!  We all should encourage and 

urge people who do not wish to participate! 

 

For ultimately achieving our Human Solidarity, and for eternally advancing towards the viable direction 

of our Human Movement: We all must declare as one!  We all must act as one!  We all must tune up 

our voices as one! 

 

OUR VOICE IS OUR UNITED NATIONS 

 

We all will leap ahead Faster, Higher, Stronger!  We all will further and further broaden our fields 

ahead!  We all will sooner and sooner realise our own imagination!  With the support from all our 

citizens in our world! 

  

WE ALL MUST EMBRACE  

THE AUTOMATIC WORLD CITIZENSHIP SYSTEM 

 

We all should have an equal voting power!  We all should count everyone who participates! 

 

We all should add our own country code in front of our existing identification!  We all should go to 

those countries which still do not have an identification and/or a voting system!  They are the counties 

which are most in need of our assistance and support! 

 

We all should first streamline the identification system in all our countries!  We all should then equalise 

our voting system amongst all our countries! 

 

Our Equal voting formula should be: We all first validly total the percentage (%) of the votes “For the 

Motion” from each of our countries!  We all then solemnly strike through the total number of our 

countries!  [World Average Percentage = Total Percentage/Total Number of Our Countries] 

 

It is, therefore, undoubtedly crucial, that the Fifty-One Percent (51%) rule be strictly applied! 

 

Very soon, we all could vote on our world affairs, within a few seconds, through the Internet, or by the 

text message, or through the traditional way - expressing in writing!  Our participation should be 

Compulsory! 

 

WE ALL MUST JOINTLY VOTE FOR OUR MUTUAL DESTINY 
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WORLD ANTHEM 

WE ARE THE WORLD 

 

 

WE ALL WANT 

 

 

TOLERANCE 

UNDERSTANDING 

PROSPERITY 

THE DISCOVERY OF THE UNKNOWNS 

 

 

WE ALL THANK 

 

 

OUR WORLD CITIZENS FOR OUR NEUTRALISATION DECALARATION 
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